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THE SPORTIER
Super Bowl XLIX (Post-Game) + More

Seahawks Lose
This Patriots-Seahawks game was
very tight and maybe one of the
most intense. The Patriots looked
like they were going to win at the
beginning, but ended up tied at
the half and Seattle was leading by
ten going into the fourth. The
Patriots fought back, though, first
scoring a touchdown from Danny
Amendola. And then, from
nowhere, the Patriots take the lead
from a Julian Edleman touchdown.
Now, the Seahawks would need
some great play, right? Well,
luckily, that did happen. Russell
Wilson, who was at the New
England 38, threw a sideline pass
to Jermaine Kearse that look
impossible to catch. And then…
The ball is caught on the bounce
on top Kearse and rookie
Cornerback Jeremy Butler. It was
one of the craziest catches in Super
Bowl history. But after Marshawn
Lynch made the ball get to the one
yard line, the worst call in history
was made. Russell Wilson passes
from the one into coverge and…
Rookie Malcolm Butler picks it off
for the game saving play! This may
just go down into history for worst
play call ever. The Pats won, 28-24.
Source: ESPN
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Highlights of the
Game
There were many big parts of
the Super Bowl. First, Tom Brady
had more than one parts. Tom
Brady got intercepted 2 times
this Super Bowl, but he was
intercepted that many times in
his previous five Super Bowls!
But the good stuff for Brady was
that he passed Hall of Fame
Quarterback Joe Montana for
most touchdown passes in a
game, Montana ending with 11
and Brady has 13. Also, Brady
ties Montana with the most
Super Bowl MVP awards at 3.
Rookie out of Kentucky Chris
Mathews made his first
completions big by receiving
for 109 yards in 4 receptions,
also with a touchdown.
Jermaine Kearse of the
Seahawks maybe made the best
catch in Super Bowl history,
which was bouncing on him and
rookie from West Alabama
Malcolm Butler, who later made
the interception on a terrible
goal line pass decision by
Seattle, leaving the worlds best
running back, Marshawn Lynch,
not going. Malcolm Butler made
the game saving interception
for New England, which also led
to their victory.
Source: ESPN
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Basketball History:
Gregg Popovich, the San Antonio Spurs Head Coach, has reached
1,000 wins, only the ninth NBA coach to do so. The Spurs rallied in the
fourth quarter to steal away an Indiana Pacer win.

In Early:
Matt Harvey, who was out the entire 2014 season due to
Tommy John surgery, arrived at Spring Training in Port St.
Lucie 10 days earlier than the pitchers and catchers were
supposed to. He was also greeted by teammates, such as
pitchers Zachary Wheeler and Jacob DeGrom. Harvey says,
"The ball comes back a little different each time, so getting
used to that was pretty fun.”
Source: ESPN
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